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**Table 1**: Showed Global anemia prevalence and number of individuals affected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population group</th>
<th>Prevalence of anemia</th>
<th>Population affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preschool children</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>45.7-49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School-age children</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>19.9-30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant women</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>39.9-43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-pregnant women</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>28.7-31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>8.6-16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elderly</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>18.3-29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total population</strong></td>
<td><strong>24.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>22.9-26.7</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Anemia is a condition in which the blood hemoglobin (the main oxygen-transporting protein in red blood cells) level is under the minimum extreme of the reference range for the age and gender of the person. It is the most common hematological disorder affects millions of women at reproduction period around the globe that may influence in different phases of their socioeconomic lifestyle. It occurs due to increase red blood cell destruction or due to bone marrow failure to produce adequate number of blood cells. Iron deficiency anemia is the most common type of anemia noticed among women during their reproductive age, while other types are less common. Pernicious anaemia and folate deficiency are recognized to cause secondary infertility.

Anemia—a state in which hemoglobin (Hb) level and/or red blood cell (RBC) count are lower than normal and inadequate to meet a person’s physiological requirements [1]. Internationally, anaemia influences 1.62 billion person (95% CI: 1.50–1.74 billion), which stands for 24.8% of the population (95% CI: 22.9–26.7%). The maximum prevalence is in preschool-age children (47.4%, 95% CI: 45.7–49.1), and the lowly prevalence is in men (12.7%, 95% CI: 8.6–16.9%). However, the population cluster with the most number of persons influenced is non-pregnant women (468.4 million, 95% CI: 446.2–490.6).

To attain sufficient tissue perfusion—the outcome of flow, cardiac output, and oxygen-carrying capacity hemoglobin level must be fairly stable. Tissues deprived of oxygen are hypoxic and incur an “oxygen debt.” That debt, an overuse of oxygen, needs a phase of raised oxygen delivery to permit repletion.

Universal oxygen release is recognized as the outcome of cardiac output and arterial oxygen content. Cardiac output is synchronized by preload, contractility, and following load, while oxygen content is estimated chiefly by hemoglobin concentration and, to a lesser degree, by the quantity of oxygen saturation. For...
practical aims, the association between cardiac output and arterial oxygen content is assumed to be linear over the normal clinical ranges; it most likely is not linear at the physiologic limits of endurance [3].

**Categories of Anaemia**

There are numerous kinds and classifications of anaemia. The incidence of anaemia is owing to the different red cell imperfections such as production failing (aplastic anaemia), maturation imperfection (megaloblastic anaemia), imperfections in hemoglobin production (iron deficiency anaemia), hereditary defects of hemoglobin maturation (thalassaemia) or due to the synthesis of abnormal hemoglobin (haemoglobinopathies, sickle cell anaemia and thalassaemia) and destruction of red cells (hemolytic anaemias) [4].

**Aplastic anemia**

“Anemia” derives from early capability to measure red blood cells in a hematocrit. The majority patients have pancytopenia, with reduced platelets and white blood cells. “Aplastic” refers to the in ability marrow to form blood, the end organ effect of diverse pathophysiologic mechanisms. Historically, recognition of aplastic anemia was post-mortem, and the biopsy stays basic to diagnosis. Up

Till now a apparently empty bone marrow may be completely capable of supporting normal hematopoiesis. Equally, bone marrow failure can happen with normally cellular marrow, like in the myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) and paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) [5].

Three basic Pathophysiologies cause the pathology of an “empty” marrow.

**Megaloblastic anemia**

Megaloblastic anemias are a kind of disorders recognized by the existence of distinguishing morphological features of the rising red cells in the bone marrow. The reason is frequently shortage of either cobalamin or folate, but megaloblastic anaemia may occur due to inherited or acquired abnormalities affecting the metabolism of these vitamins or because of defects in DNA synthesis not related to cobalamin or folate. Macrocytosis is found in 2.5-4% of adults who have a routine complete blood count. In up to 60% of cases, macrocytosis is not associated with anaemia; though, isolated macrocytosis should constantly be examined. Macrocytosis with no anaemia may be a sign of early folate or cobalamine shortage, as macrocytosis headed progress of anaemia. The average Indian vegan diet is lacking cobalamine [6].

**Iron deficiency anemia**

It is attributed to a prolonged negative imbalance between an individual’s dietary intake of iron and their body’s physiological need. Many non-modifiable and modifiable factors exert an influence on an individual’s iron balance, either in combination or alone, varying from Sociodemographic characteristics (including the person’s age, gender, marital status, level of education, income, and ethnicity) to the amount and quality of the food and beverages they consume, their mental and physical health, the medication they take, any abnormalities they have, and their genetic makeup [7].

**Thalassemia**

It is the most frequent genetic blood disease in the world and varies in dissimilar population cluster in the world. World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that at least 6.5% of the world populations are carriers of dissimilar inherited disorders of hemoglobin. The patients suffering from beta-Thalassemia major and Hb E/ beta-Thalassemia do not live for more than 5 years without blood transfusion. It (also known as Mediterranean anemia, Cooley's anemia, Beta-Thalassemia or Alpha-Thalassemia) is a genetic blood disorder exaggerated by an atypical form of hemoglobin blood disorder is the most frequent inherited single gene disorder in the world. This specific type of blood disease results in extreme breakdown of red blood cells which in turn leads to anemia [8].

**Sickle cell anemia**

It is the aftermath of a mutation in the gene for [3-globin, a subunit of adult hemoglobin A (HbA) (Figure 1). An adenine (A) to thymidine (T) substitution in codon 6 of the IS-globin gene (GAG-->GTG (GUG in mRNA) specifies the synthesis of the sickle t3-globin chain (13 s or ~6 (A3) glutamic acid to lysine). HbS ((x2~2 s) has the unique property of polymerizing when deoxygenated. Sufficient HbS polymer within the erythrocyte evokes the cellular injury responsible for the phenotype of sickle cell disease [9].
Hemolytic anemia

Hemolysis is the breakdown or removal of red blood cells from the circulation before their normal life span of 120 days. While hemolysis can be a lifelong asymptomatic condition, it most often exists as anemia when erythrocytosis cannot match the pace of red cell breakdown. It is also can manifest as jaundice, cholelithiasis, or isolated reticulocytosis.

There are two mechanisms of hemolysis. Intravascular hemolysis is the breakdown of red blood cells in the circulation with the release of cell contents into the plasma. Mechanical trauma from a destructed endothelium, complement fixation and activation on the cell surface, and infectious agents may induce direct membrane degradation and cell damage.

The more common extravascular hemolysis is the removal and damage of red blood cells with membrane alterations by the macrophages of the spleen and liver. Circulating blood is filtered continuously through thin-walled splenic cords into the splenic sinusoids (with fenestrated basement membranes), a spongelike labyrinth of macrophages with long dendritic processes. A normal 8-micron red blood cell can deform itself and pass through the 3-micron openings in the splenic cords. Red blood cells with structural alterations of the membrane surface (including antibodies) are unable to traverse this network and are phagocytosed and destroyed by macrophages [10].

Pernicious anemia

It is the most widespread reason of vitamin B<sub>12</sub> deficiency. Vitamin B<sub>12</sub> insufficiency has several reasons; the term “pernicious anemia” applies only to the condition accompanied with chronic atrophic gastritis. A current population survey revealed that 1.9 percent of individuals more than 60 years old have undiagnosed pernicious anemia. Previous studies revealed that pernicious anemia is constricted to Northern Europeans. However, subsequent studies have documented the disease in black and Latin-American subjects, with an earlier age of onset in black women. Although the disease is silent until the end stage, the underlying gastric lesion can be predicted many years before anemia develops. Successful treatment of the anemia with cooked liver suggested that it was caused by the lack of an extrinsic factor that was found in liver (later identified as vitamin B<sub>12</sub>) and an intrinsic factor in gastric juice. Although pernicious when first discovered, the disease is now controlled by treatment with vitamin B<sub>12</sub>. The discovery of a serum inhibitor of intrinsic factor (later found to be an autoantibody to intrinsic factor) and of autoantibodies to parietal cells laid the foundation for the immunologic explanation of the underlying gastritis that causes pernicious [11].

Fertility is the capability to establish a clinical pregnancy; the term infertility is used by some clinicians interchangeably with subfertility.

Globally, more than 186 million people suffer from infertility, the bulk being inhabitants of developing countries. As the most influential negative prognostic factor of fertility is rising women's age at conception [12].

Infertility is a clinically widespread disease, happening in approximately 10% of women of childbearing age. Studies have confirmed that there is an intimate association between deficiency in trace elements and mysterious infertility in females. A recent epidemiological observational study suggested that women without iron supplementation had a higher risk of ovulatory infertility compared with women who used an iron supplement [13].

The belief, based on general experience, has been formerly expressed that patients in the childbearing age group with Addisonian pernicious anaemia may be infertile. While it is not widespread in the childbearing age group, our findings do not concur with the lately expressed view that this type of anaemia ‘is very rare under the age of 40’. We would powerfully recommend that (a) serum B12 and folate assays are incorporated as routine measures in the examination of all infertile female patients [14].

Women with SCD have extra risk factors that can impact their aptitude to conceive and comprise chronic inflammation, oxidative stress, transfusion-related hemochromatosis, and ovarian sickling leading to ischemia and reperfusion injury to the ovary. This is an fast growing area of research, as little is known about the estimated prevalence of infertility and fecundity in women with SCD. Additionally, using contraception while on hydroxyurea therapy during reproductive years and discontinuing hydroxyurea therapy for family planning and during pregnancy are strongly recommended. Previous studies have elucidated that women with SCD have additional risk factors for infertility, including the chronic use of disease-modifying therapies (regular blood transfusion therapy and hydroxyurea), NSAIDs, and opioids. The only curative options for SCD are HSCT and gene therapy, which often involves conditioning regimens containing alkylating agents and total body irradiation that contribute to infertility and primary ovarian insufficiency. Therefore, it is recommended that clinicians refer patients to a reproductive endocrinologist to discuss fertility preservation options including surrogacy, even for those who are ambiguous about having future children prior to HSCT or gene therapy [15].

Fanconi anemia (FA) is an uncommon autosomal recessive disorder that belongs to the group
of chromosomal unsteadiness syndromes. FA cells of all organ tissues are hypersensitive to DNA cross-linking agents and to oxygen, and have cell cycle anomalies. In the majority of mammalian species, the creation of ovarian oocytes is thought to cease after birth. Though, this principle has been faced by research representing that female gonad have regenerative action in juvenile and adult mice in vivo. Johnson et al. published a hypothesis postulating that fertility revival after transplant might be the result of germ line stem cells supplied by the donor bone marrow.

Analysis of the genetic origin of the child of one of our FA patients who consented to a genetic analysis among mother, daughter and donor. These results showed clearly the genetic relationship between the transplanted patient and her daughter, excluding the possibility of germ cell transmission from the donor. This suggested that fertility recovery after BMT could only result from incomplete depletion of the ovarian follicle reserve [16].

DISCUSSION

Anemia is a very common disorder which affects huge numbers of women, particularly in developing countries due to many factors such as nutritional, microbial and even hereditary reasons, further more inadequate health care service; certainly in rural areas enhance the development of its complications. According to the estimation of world health organization, the most group influenced by anemia was non pregnant women (468 million), and these open doors to look at anemia as possible risk factor for women sub fertility. Furthermore hemochromatosis due to recurrent blood transfusion, susceptibility to infection and even behavior abnormality and depression. According to literature iron deficiency, megaloblastic, pernicious, aplastic, hemolytic anemia and Thalassemia may affect women fertility with different mechanisms.

CONCLUSION

Extensive studies must be done to investigate the relation between subfertility and anemia of different etiologies, including patients from different regions, ethnic and age groups.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Anemia management must be the first step to resolve subfertility issues of anemic women.
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